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Reveal X is ideally suited to re-mix monitoring for Djs. Stereo re-mix monitoring
requires the same standard of accuracy as any other music recording, and many Djs
use the Tannoy Reveal for this reason.  Now you can have the same quality with the
Reveal X and benefit from increased sound pressure levels, which really convey the
emotion of dance music.
The Tannoy Reveal X  is a dedicated centre channel monitor in a Reveal 5.1 surround
system. A low profile is necessary for many installations, but it is critical to maintain the
same quality when panning across left, centre and right. The Reveal X therefore uses
the same drive units as Reveal to ensure consistency of sound quality, whilst doubling
up on the mid-bass unit gives it greater power handling. Ideal for the extra level the
centre channel often needs to achieve.

PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS

System Type Optimized bass reflex cabinet

Frequency Response  +/-3  dB 65 Hz - 20 kHz

Recommended Amplifier Power     60 - 150 Watts into 8 Ohms

Power Handling Average: 50 Watts rms   Programme: 150 Watts rms

Nominal Impedance 8 Ohms

Sensitivity  90 dB

Distortion < 0.8%

Crossover Frequency 2.7 kHz

Drive Units 2 x Tannoy shielded 6.5” bass driver & 1” soft dome tweeter

Internal Volume 19 litres

Cabinet Construction 40 mm MDF front baffle, 16 mm high density particle board,
internal steel plate for magnetic shielding

Finish Red satin finish front, grey sueded vinyl sides and back

Dimensions 8.3” x 20.8” x 10.25” - 210 mm x 528 mm x 260 mm

System Weight 29.3 lbs - 13.3 kg
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Reveal X

APPLICATIONS

❒ Home recording  

❒ Project studios

❒ Music studios

❒ Mobile recording studios

❒ Broadcast

❒ Post production

❒ Audio visual

FEATURES

❒ High power handling

❒ Curved front baffle to
reduce diffraction

❒ Magnetically shielded

❒ Consistent tonal balance

and frequency response

❒ Twin mid/bass units

❒ Stylish design

❒ Tannoy professional quality
and accuracy
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